Policies have traditionally been a way to specify properties of a system. In this paper, we show how policies can be applied to Organization-based Multiagent Systems Engineering (O-MaSE) [6] , specifically, in the OMACS meta-model. In OMACS, policies may constrain assignments of agents to roles, the structure of the goal model for the organization, or how an agent may play a particular role. We also show how traditional policies can be characterized as law policies. Law policies must always be followed by a system. Because of this inflexibility, law policies may constrain a multiagent system too much. In order to preserve flexibility of the system, while still being able to guide the system into preferring certain behaviors, we introduce the concept of guidance policies. These so-called guidance policies need not always be followed. When the system cannot continue with the guidance policies, they may be suspended. We show how this can increase performance while not decreasing flexibility of the system to adapt. Guidance policies are formally defined and, since multiple guidance policies can introduce conflicts, a strategy for resolving conflicts is given.
Introduction
As Autonomic computing has become more prevalent, work has been done to aid in the construction of systems built from autonomous agents. This has led to the use of Multiagent systems, and in turn, Multiagent system engineering. Work on designing formalisms and methodologies has been done to help software engineers design multiagent systems. One aspect of multiagent systems that has been considered is policies. Policies allow one to describe properties of a multiagent system-whether that be behavior or some other design constraints. To have selfmanaging systems, policies must be able to be specified and tested [10] . Policies have traditionally been properties that must always hold. This does not completely follow the notion of policies in human organizations. Sometimes, policies cannot be followed. When a policy cannot be followed in a multiagent system, the system cannot achieve its goals and thus it cannot continue to perform. In human organizations, a policy may be temporarily suspended in order to allow the system to proceed. This can also be very important in a system built of autonomous agents because of the autonomy itself. We would like to guide the system, but not constrain it too much so that it cannot function or be autonomous.
The contributions in this paper are as follows: 1. We give a formal definition of both law and guidance policies, showing how traditional policies may be viewed as law policies; 2. We present a conflict resolution strategy for guidance policies and the intuition behind it; and 3. We present experimental validation of this approach through simulation. Guidance policies can have a great impact by allowing designers to better give the system information about the way they want it to operate. Guidance policies can possibly be used in place of most law policies, save policies concerning safe or secure operation of a system. These guidance policies come with the benefits of the directing force given by law policies, but without sacrificing the flexibility of the system to adapt to a changing environment and thus be self-maintaining.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, we first give some background in policies for multiagent systems. Next, we present a multiagent system example. We define the notion of system traces for a multiagent system, which are then used to describe policies. A short description of our language for policies and an example policy is then presented. After which, we define law policies as well as guidance policies. We give examples and show how guidance policies are useful for multiagent systems. A method for ordering guidance policies according to importance and a formal explanation of what is meant by the ordering is given. Experimental results from applying policies to a multiagent system are then presented and analyzed. Conclusions are made and then we present some ideas for future work. 
Background
Policies have been considered for multiagent systems for some time. Efforts have been made to characterize, represent, and reason [1] about policies in the context of multiagent systems. There has also been work on detecting global properties [19] of a distributed system, which could in turn be used to suggest policies for that system. Policies have been proposed as a way to help assure that agents and that the entire multiagent system behave within certain boundaries. Policies have also been proposed as a way to specify security constraints in multiagent systems [9, 14] .
It should be noted that policies have been referred to as laws in the past. Yoav Shoham and Moshe Tennenholtz wrote in [17] about social laws for multiagent systems. They showed how policies could aid a system in working together, similar to how our rules of driving on a predetermined side of the road help the traffic to move smoothly.
The model we will use for this paper is called the Organization Model for Adaptive Computational Systems (OMACS) [7] . Figure 1 gives a graphical depiction of the OMACS organization model. OMACS defines standard multiagent system components such as goals, roles, capabilities, and agents. Roles can achieve goals, agents can posses capabilities, and agents can be capable of playing roles depending on what capabilities they posses. The organization, which represents the entire set of agents, decides which agents to assign to what roles to achieve particular goals. If an agent is capable of playing a role and that role achieves a particular goal, then there is a potential assignment of that agent to play the role to achieve the goal. When the organization makes an assignment of an agent to a particular role, in order to achieve a specific goal, the organization will be constrained by agents capabilities as well as any applicable policies. Goals can be triggered (become active) during an agent's activity while playing a role. Only active goals may be assigned along with a role to an agent.
We may observe events in an OMACS system. A system event is simply an action taken by the system. In this paper we will be concerned with specific actions that the organization takes. For instance, an assignment of an agent to a role is a system event. The completion of a goal is also a system event. In an OMACS system we can have the following system events of interest:
goal g i has been triggered. A(a i , r j , g k ) agent a i has been assigned role r j to achieve goal g k . 
Conference Management Example
A well known example in multiagent systems is the Conference Management [20, 5] example. The Conference Management example models the workings of a scientific conference, in which, authors submit papers, reviewers review the submitted papers, certain papers are selected for the conference and printed in the proceedings. Figure 2 gives the complete goal model for the conference management example, which we will use to illustrate our policies. In this example, a multiagent system represents the goals and tasks of a generic conference paper management system. Goals of the system are identified and are broken down into subgoals.
The top level goal, 0. Manage conference submissions, is decomposed into several 'and' subgoals, which means that in order to achieve the top goal, the system must achieve all of the 'and' subgoals. These subgoals are then associated through precedence and trigger relations. The precedes arrow between goals indicates that the source of the arrow must be achieved before the destination can become active. The triggers arrow indicates that the domain specific event in the source may trigger the goal in the destination. The occurs arrow from a goal to a domain specific event indicates that while playing a role to achieve that goal, said event may occur. A goal that triggers another goal may trigger multiple instances of that goal when the triggering goal is being worked on.
Leaf goals are goals that have no children. The leaf goals in this example consist of Collect papers, Distribute papers, Partition papers, Assign reviewers, Collect reviews, Select papers, Inform author, Collect finals, and Send to printer. For each of these leaf goals to be achieved certain roles are required to be played.
The roles required to achieve the leaf goals are depicted in Figure 3 . The role model gives seven roles as well as two outside actors. Each role contains a list of leaf goals that the role can achieve. For example, the Assigner role can achieve the Assign reviewers leaf goal. In OMACS, roles only achieve leaf goals. The arrows between the roles indicates interaction between particular roles. For example, once the agent playing the Partitioner role has some partitions, it will need to hand off these partitions to the agent playing the Assigner role. OMACS allows for the same agent to play multiple roles at once, as long as they have the capabilities required by the role, and are allowed by the policies. 
Robotic Floor Cleaning Example
Another example to illustrate the usefulness of the concept of guidance policies is the Cooperative Robotic Floor Cleaning Company Example (CRFCC). This example was first presented by DeLoach et al. in [16] . In this example, a team of robotic agents clean the floors of a building. The team has a map of the building as well as indications of whether a floor is tile or carpet. Each team member will have a certain set of capabilities (e.g. vacuum, mop, etc). These capabilities may become defective over time. In their analysis, DeLoach et al. showed how breaking up the capabilities affected a team's flexibility to overcome loss of capabilities. We have extended this example, giving the information that the vacuum cleaner's bag needs to be changed after vacuuming three rooms. Thus, we would then like to minimize the number of bag changes. For this we will introduce a guidance policy and show how it affects the performance of our organization.
The goal model for the CRFCC system is fairly simple. As seen in Figure 4 , the overall goal of the system (Goal 0) is to clean the floors. This goal is then broken into three conjunctive subgoals: Figure 5 gives the role model for the CRFCC. In this role model, each leaf goal of the system is achieved by a specific role. The role model may be broken down many different ways depending on the system's goal model as well as agent and capability models. Thus, depending on the agents and capabilities available the system designer may choose different role models. For this paper, we will look at just one of these role models. In the role model in Figure 5 , the only role requiring more than one capability is the Pickuper role. This role will require both the search and move capability. Thus an agent, in order to play this role, must possess both capabilities.
Properties of Interest
At any stage in a multiagent system, there may be certain properties of interest. Some may be domain specific (only relevant to the current system), and others may be system properties such as the number of roles an agent is currently playing. State properties that are relevant to our examples are as follows:
Property Definition a.reviews the number of reviews agent a has performed. a.vacuumedRooms the number of rooms agent a has vacuumed.
System Traces
In order to describe multiagent system execution, we use the notion of a system trace. A system trace is a projection of system execution with only desired state and event information preserved (role assignments, goal completions, domain specific state property changes, etc). In this paper, we will only be concerned with the events and properties given above and only traces that result in a successful completion of the system goal. Let E be an event of interest and P be a property of interest. A change of interest in a property is a change for which a system designer has made some policy. For example, if a certain integer should never exceed 5, a change of interest would be when that integer became greater than 5 and when that integer became less than 5. Thus a change of interest in a property is simply a projection of all the changes in the property. ∆P indicates a change of interest in property P . A system trace may contain both events and changes of interest in properties. Changes of interest in properties may be viewed as events, but for simplicity we will include both and use both interchangeably. Thus, a system trace is defined as:
As shown in equation 1, a trace is simply a sequence of events/changes of interest. Using our conference management example, a subtrace of the system, where g 1 is a goal, a 1 is an agent, and r 1 is a role, might be:
Formula 2 means that goal g 1 is triggered, then agent a 1 is assigned role r 1 to achieve goal g 1 , finally, goal g 1 is completed. We will be using the terms legal trace and illegal trace. An illegal trace is an execution we do not want our system to exhibit, while a legal trace is an execution that our system may exhibit. Intuitively, our policies will cause some traces to become illegal, while others will remain legal.
Policies
Policies may restrict or proscribe behavior of a system. An assignment set is a snapshot of the current assignments of agents to roles in a system. Policies concerning agent assignments to roles have the effect of constraining the set of possible assignments. This can greatly reduce the search space when looking for the optimal assignment set [21] .
∀a : Agents, p : P apers a.reviews ≤ 5 Bad a.reviews > 5 a.reviews = 5 ∧ A(a, REV IEW ER, Review(p)) * a.reviews < 5 ∨ ¬A(a, REV IEW ER, Review(p)) Other policies could be used for verifying that a goal model meets certain criteria. This allows for an easier statement of properties of the goal model that may be verified against candidate goal models at design time. For example, we might want to ensure that our goal model in Figure 2 will always trigger a Review Paper goal for each paper submitted.
Yet, other policies may restrict the way that roles can be played. For example, when an agent is moving down the sidewalk it always keeps to the right. These behavior policies also restrict how an agent interacts with its environment, which in turn means that they can restrict protocols and agent interactions. One such policy might be that an agent playing the Reviewer role must always give each review a unique number. These sort of policies rely heavily on domain specific information. This is why it is important to have an ontology for relevant state and event information prior to designing policies [8] .
Language for policies
To describe our policies, we use first order logic over our predicates along with temporal operators. This may be converted into Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [12] or Büchi automata [2] for infinite system traces, or to something like Quantified Regular Expressions [13] for finite system traces. The formulas consist of predicates over goals, roles, events, and assignments (recall that an assignment is the joining of an agent and role for the purpose of achieving a goal). The temporal operators we currently use are given below:
x holds always.
3(x)
x holds eventually. x U y x holds until y holds.
We use a mixture of state properties as well as events [3] to obtain compact and readable policies. An example of one such policy formula is:
Formula 3 states that it should always be the case that each agent never review more than five papers. The L : indicates that this is a law policy. The property .reviews can be considered as part of the system's state information. This is domain specific and allows a more compact representation of the property. In Figure 3 .1, we show a finite automata representation of this policy. The use of the A() predicate in Figure 3 .1 indicates an assignment of the Reviewer role to achieve the Review paper goal, which is parametrized on the paper p. This automata depicts the policy in Formula 3, but in a manner for a model checker or some other policy enforcement mechanism to detect when violation occurs. The accepting state indicates that a violation has occurred. Normally, this automata would be run alongside the system, either at design time with a model checker [4] , or at run-time with some policy enforcement mechanism [11] .
Law Policies
The traditional notion of a policy is a rule that must always be followed. We will refer to these policies as law policies. These policies usually restrict or proscribe behavior of a system. An example of a law policy with respect to our conference management example would be no agent may review more than five papers. This means that our system can never assign an agent to the Reviewer role more than five times. A law policy can be defined as:
Conditions are predicates over state properties and events, which, when held true, imply that the P roperty holds true. The Conditions portion of the policy may be omitted if the P roperty portion should hold in all conditions, as in Formula 3. Intuitively, for the example above, no trace in the system may contain a subtrace in which an agent is assigned to the Reviewer role more than five times. This will limit the number of legal traces in the system. In general, law policies reduce the number of legal traces for a multiagent system.
The policy to limit the number of reviews an agent can perform, is helpful in that it will ensure that our system does not overburden any agent with too many papers to review. This policy as a pure law policy, however, could lead to trouble in that the system might no longer be able to achieve its goal. Imagine that more papers than expected are submitted. Since there is no bound on the number of papers submitted, this is a plausible scenario. If there are not sufficient agents to spread the load, the system may fail, since it is not able to assign more than five papers to any agent. This is a common problem with using only law policies. They limit the flexibility of the system. Flexibility of a multiagent system has been defined [16] as a measure of how well a multiagent system overcomes failures. We will generalize this definition to how well the system can adapt to changes.
Guidance Policies
Let us look at the policy that limits the number of reviews an agent can perform. Recall from the section on law policies how it was a seemingly useful policy, but had the drawback that our system became less flexible. To overcome this problem, we have defined another type of policy called guidance policies. Take for example the policy used above, but as a guidance policy:
This is exactly the same as the policy in Formula 3 except for the G :. The G : indicates that this policy is a guidance policy. In essence, the formalization for guidance and law policies are the same, the difference is the intention of the system designer. Law policies should be used when the designer wants to make sure that the property the policy specifies is always true (e.g. for safety or security), while guidance policies should be used when the designer simply wants to guide the system. This policy will limit our system to only have an agent review up to five papers, when possible. Imagine that the system gets more submissions than expected, in this case the system can still be successful since it will be able to assign more than five papers for review to an agent. In the case where there are sufficient agents, however, the system will limit each agent to five or fewer reviews.
Conflict resolution
In the definition of guidance policies above, we have not clarified how the system should behave when forced to choose which guidance policy to violate. We propose a partial ordering of guidance policies to allow the system designer to set precedence relationships between different guidance policies. We arrange the guidance policies as a lattice, such that a policy that is a parent of another policy in the lattice, is more important than its children. A system trace can define a set of policies that were violated during that trace. This set of violations may be computed by examining the policies and checking for matches against the system trace. When there are two traces that have violations with a common ancestor, and one (and only one) of the traces violate the common ancestor, we mark the trace with the common ancestor as illegal. Intuitively, this trace is illegal because the system had a better option, namely, not violating the more important guidance policy. Thus, if the highest node in each of the two trace is an ancestor of every node in both traces, and that node is not in both traces, then we know the trace with that node is illegal and should not have happened. Take, for example, the four policies in the table below:
Node Definition P 1 PC Chair should not review papers.
No agent should review more than 5 papers. P 3 Each paper should receive at least 3 reviews. P 4 An agent should not review a paper from someone whom they wrote a paper with.
Let these policies be arranged in the lattice shown in Figure 7 . The lattice in Figure 7 means that policy P 1 is more important than P 2 and P 3 , and P 2 is more important than P 4 . Note that we would really like to avoid having the PC Chair review papers, but, if that is the only way to achieve the goals of the system without violating law policies, the PC Chair may review papers. However, if there is any trace that violates any preference policies other than P 1 (and that does not violate a law policy), it should be chosen over one which violates P 1 . When a system cannot achieve its goals without violating policies, it may violate guidance policies. There may be traces that are still illegal, though, depending on the ordering between policies. For every pair of traces, if the least upper bound of the violations of both traces, let us call this policy violation P, is in one (and only one) of the traces, the trace with P is illegal. For example, consider the ordering in Figure 8 , let trace t 1 violate P 1 and P 2 , while trace t 2 violates P 2 and P 3 . Round nodes represent policies violated in t 1 , box nodes represent policies violated in t 2 , and boxes with rounded corners represent policies violated in both t 1 and t 2 . Since P 1 is the least upper bound of P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 and since P 1 is not in t 2 , t 1 is illegal, and thus should not happen.
As shown in Figure 9 , the policies may be ordered in such a way that the policy violations of two traces do not have a least upper bound. If there is no least upper bound, P, such that P is in one of the traces, the two traces cannot be compared and thus both traces are legal. The reason they cannot be compared is that we have no information about which policies are more important, violating the policies in one set may be just as bad as violating the policies in the other set. Thus, either option is legal. One may even have the situation as shown in Figure 8 , but where P 1 is not violated by either trace. In this case, the violation sets cannot be compared and thus both traces are legal. In situations such as these, the system designer may want to impose more ordering on the policies.
Intuitively, guidance policies are constraints on a system such that at any given state of the system, if there is a transition enabled that will not violate a guidance policy, this transition is always chosen over a transition that violates a guidance policy. If violation of all guidance policies cannot be avoided, a partial ordering of guidance policies is used to choose which policies may be violated.
Experimental Results
Using our CRFCC (Floor cleaning) example and a modified simulation from [16] we have results from running the simulation with the added guidance policy: no agent should vacuum more than three rooms. We contrast this with the law policy: no agent may vacuum more than three rooms. The guidance policy is presented formally in Equation 6 .
For this experiment, we used the agent model in Figure 10 . These capabilities will restrict what roles our simulator can assign to particular agents. E.g. the Organizer role may only be played by agent a 1 or agent a 5 , since those are the only agents with the org capability. In the simulation we will be choosing randomly capabilities to fail. This capability will fail with the probability given by the capability failure rate. For each experiment, the result of 1000 runs at each capability failure rate was averaged. In the simulation, at each step, a goal that is being played by an agent is randomly achieved. Using the capability failure rate, at each step, a random capability from a random agent may be selected to fail. Once a capability fails in the simulation, it can never return.
In Figure 11 , it can be seen that while the system success rate decreases when we enforce the law policy, it does not, however, decrease when we enforce the guidance policy. Guidance policies do not decrease the flexibility of a system to adapt to a changing environment, while law policies do decrease the flexibility of a system to adapt to a changing environment. Figure 12 gives the total number of times the system assigned vacuuming to an agent who already vacuumed at least 3 rooms for 1000 runs of the simulation at each failure rate. With no policy, it can be seen that the system will in fact assign an agent to vacuum more than 3 rooms quite often. With the guidance policy, however, the extra vacuum assignments (> 3) stay minimal. The violations of the guidance policy increase as the system must adapt to an increasing failure of capabilities until it reaches a peak. At the peak, increased violations do not aid in system achievement any longer and eventually the system cannot succeed even without the policy. Thus, the system designer may now wish to purchase equipment with a lower rate of failure, or add more redundancy to the system to compensate. The system designer may also evaluate the peak of the graph and determine whether the cost of the maximum number of violations exceeds the maximum cost he is willing to incur, and if not, make appropriate adjustments.
Conclusions and Future Work
Policies are a very useful tool in the development of multiagent systems. As the use of Autonomic computing grows, so grows the need to be able to specify properties of such a system. Guidance policies allow a system designer to guide the system without 'hard-coding' a behavior. The system is still given a chance to adapt to new situations. Joaquin Peña et al. described a situation in [15] in which a policy caused a spacecraft to crash into an asteroid. Guidance policies along with precedence relationships between the policies, as presented here, could be one way to resolve such an issue.
Policies may be applied to OMACS by constraining assignments of agents to roles, the structure of the goal model for the organization, or how the agent may play a particular role. Traditional policies may be viewed as law policies, since they must never be violated. Law policies are still useful when the system designer never wants a policy to be violated-regardless of system success. Such policies might concern security or human safety.
With the introduction of guidance policies, policies can become an even better mechanism for describing desired properties and behaviors of a system. Guidance policies allow for more flexibility than law policies in that they may be violated under certain circumstances. In this paper, we demonstrated a technique to resolve conflicts when faced with the choice of which guidance policies to violate. It is our belief that guidance policies more truly capture how policies work in human systems. Guidance policies, since they may be violated, can have a partial ordering. That is, one policy may be considered more important than another. In this manner, we may better inform the system allowing it to make better choices when faced with the decision of which policies to violate. We now, through the use of OMACS, along with the metrics described in [16] , and with the policy formalisms presented here, are able to provide an environment in which a system designer may evaluate a candidate design, as well as evaluate the impact of changes to that design without deploying or even completely developing the system.
Policies can dramatically improve run-time of reorganization algorithms in OMACS as shown in [21] . Guiding policies can be a way to achieve this run-time improvement without sacrificing system adaptability. System adaptability is an indicator of system flexibility as shown in [16] . The greater the flexibility, the better the chance that the system will be able to achieve its goals.
Policies are an important part of a multiagent system. Future work is planned to ease the expression and analysis of policies. Some work has already been done in this area [18] , but it has not been integrated with a multiagent system engineering framework.
Guidance policies add an important tool to multiagent policy specification. However, with this tool comes complexity. Care must be taken to insure that the partial ordering given causes the system to exhibit the behavior intended. Tools, which can visually depict the impact of orderings would be helpful to the engineer considering various orderings. Other work, can be to see if we can infer other policies from a given set of policies. For example, if a system designer wanted to get their system to a state in which they had a defined policy, what sort of guidance policies could be automatically generated?
